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Tanja State Forest
Local residents meeting with State Forest reps.

Residents shocked by scale of proposed logging in Tanja State Forest
Local residents met with State Forest representatives last week to
discuss proposed logging operations in Tanja State Forests.

The residents thanked the State Forests representatives for meeting with
them and listened carefully to the information they provided.

However, residents are very unhappy with the outcome of the meeting.

They were shocked to discover the scale and intensity of the proposed
logging and are not satisfied with State Forest responses to any of the
concerns raised.

The areas to be logged lie between Bega and Tathra along the north side
of the Bega River. Near Mogareeka, the logging comes to within 50 metres
of the river. It is also along the eastern side of ReedySwamp Road and
extending along all the ridges and down to within 15 -20 metres of the
drainage lines and creeks draining into the Bega River.

The State Forests representatives explained steps taken to protect water
quality, wildlife and scenic values in the logging operations. However
it was clear that the measures are the barest minimum and worked out to
allow for maximum tree removal, not maximum protection of other forest
values.

State Forests representatives conceded that after the proposed logging
operation all available larger trees will have been removed from the
forest and it will be well over 100 years before similar trees will
again be available for commercial logging.

They also stated that the logging was being driven by their need to meet
wood supply agreements, and that within 3-5 years this kind of logging
would stop in the Southern Region Forests because the supply of older
trees will be exhausted. Once this happened, the industry would
restructure to be able to use smaller trees.

State Forests acknowledged that this logging will have significant short
and long term impacts on local residents, and suggested the solution
might be for residents to question their decision to buy property
adjoining state forest.

Residents think this is not a helpful attitude that does not address any
of their issues.

The residents have legitimate concerns about what happening to the
public forests around our towns and homes. State Forests representatives
do not seem to be in any position to cater to the residents needs
because they are under pressure to meet wood supply agreements.

Residents are therefore demanding that the State Government bring
forward plans to restructure the timber industry and place a moratorium
on logging in these coastal forests. It is not reasonable that these
areas of older forest that have significant values other than just
timber production should be sacrificed in order to meet such short term
goals.


